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This week we salute the career of Adam Sandler, the crowd-pleasing actor, comedian, screenwriter, film 
producer and musician. Sandler first emerged as a star in the early 1990’s as a cast member on Saturday 
Night Live, establishing his reputation for slapstick humor and a good nature.   His first film was the disastrous 
Going Overboard AKA The Unsinkable Shecky Moscowitz (1989), which opened and closed the same 
weekend in a regional theatrical release.  Film success came in 1995 with Billy Madison, which became a hit 
at the box office despite negative critical reviews - a dynamic Sandler became known for during his first 
decade in movies.  Eventually, Sandler began taking on more serious roles such as Barry Egan in Paul Thomas 
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Anderson’s Punch-Drunk Love (2002), earning Sandler a Golden Globe Best Actor nomination. For 15 years 
throughout the 1990’s and 2000’s, Sandler worked with Sony to produce his films, contributing greatly to 
the studio’s rise to the top of industry.  Sandler began working with Netflix in 2014 in an agreement to 
produce eight big-budget films for the streamer, This Christmas, A24 has released Uncut Gems, starring 
Sandler in a dramatic role as NY jeweler Howard Ratner.  His performance has earned praise from both 
critics and audiences, with many predicting that Sandler will earn best actor nominations in the upcoming 
awards season. 

 

Weekend Box Office Results (12/27-29) 
Courtesy of Paul Dergarabedian (Comscore)  

            Weekend Change   
Rank Title Week # Theaters Wknd $ 12/27 12/20 12/13 Total $ 

1 Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker (Disney) 2 4,406 (0) $72.0M -59% - - $361.8M 
2 Jumanji: The Next Level (Sony) 3 4,227 (0) $35.3M 33% -55% - $175.5M 
3 Little Women (Sony) 1 3,308 - $16.5M - - - $29.0M 
4 Frozen II (Disney) 6 3,265 (-400) $16.5M 27% -32% -46% $421.3M 
5 Spies in Disguise (Fox) 1 3,502 - $13.2M - - - $22.1M 
6 Knives Out (Lionsgate) 5 2,022 (-513) $9.7M -50% -29% -36% $110.2M 
7 Uncut Gems (A24) 3 2,348 (+2343) $9.6M 3857% -55% - $20.0M 
8 Cats (Universal) 2 3,380 (0) $4.8M -27% - - $17.8M 
9 Bombshell (Lionsgate) 3 1,480 (0) $4.7M -8% 1501% - $15.6M 

10 Richard Jewell (Warner Bros.) 3 2,502 (0) $3.0M -17% -45% - $16.1M 
11 Ford v Ferrari (Fox) 7 793 (-640) $1.8M -3% -55% -39% $106.1M 
12 Queen & Slim (Universal) 5 699 (-379) $1.8M -5% -48% -46% $40.2M 
13 A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood (Sony) 6 1,014 (0) $1.4M -8% -59% -37% $55.9M 
14 Black Christmas (Universal) 3 1,514 (+1514) $.9M -50% -57% - $9.6M 
15 1917 (Universal) 1 11 - $.6M - - - $1.0M 

 

Notable Industry News (12/23-29) 

Independent Cinemas Sound Alarm Over Ending Paramount Consent Decrees, Call For ‘Larger FactuaI 
Inquiry’ (Deadline) 
The two primary industry trade groups representing US-based theater owners are 
asking the Federal Courts to step in to curtail the sunset of the Paramount Consent 
Decree.  Earlier in December, the US Department of Justice announced its decision 
that the 1949 Paramount Decree should be allowed to lapse, removing the 
restrictions on major studios from owning or having exclusive agreements with 
theaters and from engaging in strong-arm film booking practices such as “block 
booking”.  Many exhibitors have benefitted from these restrictions on studios, 
particularly the smaller, independent exhibitors who would otherwise have limited 
strength in negotiations with studios. The Directors Guild of America and the Writers 
Guild of America also have expressed opposition to the termination of the Decree. 
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"A Revolution of Cinema": Martin Scorsese, Greta Gerwig 
and the Director Roundtable (Hollywood Reporter) 
At the end of each year, The Hollywood Reporter publishes an 
interview called the Directors’ Roundtable, featuring perspective 
from a group of the leading directors active in Hollywood on trends 
in film making and distribution.  This year’s roundtable included 
Martin Scorsese (The Irishman), Todd Phillips (Joker), Fernando 
Meirelles (The Two Popes), Greta Gerwig (Little Women), Noah 
Baumbach (Marriage Story) and Lulu Wang (The Farewell).  What’s 
new?  One obvious development is that three of the six directors in 

the group made movies with Netflix over the past year – that’s different.  But they pointed out that Netflix is changing as 
well, supporting at least limited, exclusive theatrical runs for its most anticipated features.  Says Baumbauch, “In a sense, 
Netflix reflects the traditional independent cinema model. You get to play exclusively in theaters and then the wide 
break is Netflix. It's a more democratic break for these movies.” 
 

The Oscars Will Soon Face a Best-Actor Bloodbath (New York Times) 
NYT’s pop culture reporter Kyle Buchanan runs down 
contenders for Best Actor at this year’s industry awards.   It is 
an unusually deep field of contenders, including both veterans 
with a resume of major awards nominations as well as first-
timers who delivered performances worthy of the awards 

stage.  The veteran nominees include Joaquin Phoenix 
(Joker), Robert De Niro (The Irishman), Adam Driver 
(Marriage Story), Leonardo DiCaprio (Once Upon a Time 
… in Hollywood), Eddie Murphy, (Dolemite Is My Name) 
and Christian Bale (Ford v Ferrari).  The first-timers 
include Adam Sandler (Uncut Gems), Antonio Banderas 
(Pain and Glory), Taron Egerton (Rocketman), Paul 
Walter Hauser (Richard Jewell), Jonathan Pryce (The Two 
Popes) and George MacKay (1917). 
 

Hollywood Report 

by Martin Grove 

2019's box office decline reflects how it's been easier for studios to justify remaking, 
rebooting, revisiting or regurgitating past hits than to risk trying something new.  

"If it worked once, it'll work again," is what veteran marketing execs used to say – and 
it used to be true! Good example: Takashi Shimizu's  low budget 2002 Japanese horror 
thriller JU-ON: THE GRUDGE. Sam Raimi (first SPIDER-MAN trio), found JU-ON 
terrifying and got Sony to do a 2004 remake with Sarah Michele Gellar. Shimizu 
directed and Raimi co-produced. It cost $10M and did $110.4M dom/$76.9M intl. 
GRUDGE sequels (from others) in '06 and '09 didn't do nearly as well.  

Now a GRUDGE remake (pictured) from Screen Gems (Raimi's a producer) is opening 
1/3. It's tracking nicely with -25F, the core audience for most horror films, and should 
open well. 

But franchise fatigue is Hollywood's new risk factor. 2019 proved high profile 
reboots/remakes have become a much tougher sell – like CHARLIE'S ANGELS, RAMBO, 
TERMINATOR, X-MEN & GODZILLA. Times have changed and the "low" risk of 

remaking past hits may now be greater than the "high" risk of creating something fresh and new. 
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* * * 
Moviegoers gave 3 Christmas openings a LITTLE love, but STAR WARS ruled the 5-day weekend. 

 Disney/Lucasfilm's RISE OF SKYWALKER held #1 in week 2 with $135M (3 days: 
$72M). Dom: $361.8M. Intl: $363M/52 markets (China: $17.4M). Global: 
$724.8M.  

 Sony/New Regency's PG romantic drama remake LITTLE WOMEN (pictured – 
Saoirse Ronan at London event) opened #3 to $29M (3: $16.5M), beating 
trackers' $16-23M. RT: 95%. Cost: $40M. Top First Choice: -25F.  

 Disney/Fox/Blue Sky's 3D PG animated SPIES IN DISGUISE opening was a lively 
#5 with $22.1M (3: $13.2M). Trackers: $20-30M. RT: 72%. Top First Choice: 
+25M. Intl: $16M/32 markets. Disney said its "CinemaScore of A- and 
RottenTomatoes verified audience score of 91% bode well for a successful run 
ahead."  

 A24's R crime drama UNCUT GEMS was a glittering #7 with $18.9M (3: 
$9.6M/$20M cume). Trackers: $9-13M. RT: 93%. Top First Choice: +25M.  

Last weekend was up 4.2% vs. last year with ticket sales of $195.8M, per Comscore, 
vs. 2018's $187.9M for F-S-S of New Year's weekend when AQUAMAN was #1 in week 
2 with $52.1M (F-S-S). 2019 ($11.3B), per Comscore, is down 4.4% from 2018 ($11.8B) 
vs. off 4.6% last week. 

HARLEY QUINN And Co Forecast to Rule Valentine’s Day Week Box Office 
Courtesy of Gower Street Analytics 

 

The rolling 8-week forecast is a chart from Gower Street Analytics using its proprietary FORECAST LIVE system. This 
domestic-focused version shows predicted total market grosses by week for the next eight weeks, as well as actuals for 
the past two weeks. 

 

BIRDS OF PREY (AND THE FANTABULOUS EMANCIPATION OF ONE HARLEY QUINN) is expected to continue to rule 
Domestic box office into mid-February, according to Gower Street’s latest 8-week forecast. Despite a host of new 
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releases for the Valentine’s week (week-commencing February 14) the Warner Bros film is forecast to retain the top 
spot, accounting for approximately a quarter of the week’s takings. 

A variety of new titles should provide strong support by covering wide audience interest, including Paramount’s SONIC 
THE HEDGEHOG, Sony’s release of Blumhouse title FANTASY ISLAND, Universal romantic drama THE PHOTOGRAPH, and 
Fox Searchlight’s DOWNHILL with Will Ferrell and Julia Louis-Dreyfuss – the English-language remake of Swedish film 
FORCE MAJEURE. The early forecast for the week’s market total is $239 million, a 30% gain over the same week in 2019. 

If the market delivers on Gower Street’s forecast for the start of the year it would provide a very strong start for 2020. 
The forecast across the first 7-weeks of new year collectively would total $1.4 billion – a near 22% gain on the same 
period of 2019. 

Last week we mentioned there had been a significant reduction in the forecast for the week-commencing December 20, 
impacted by lower than anticipated openings for STAR WARS: THE RISE OF SKYWALKER and CATS. That drop, borne out 
in final numbers for the week, meant the hoped for record-week did not come to pass – leaving the record set on the 
week-commencing April 26 to stand. It also left the April week (fueled by AVENGERS: ENDGAME’s launch) as the only 
$500 million plus week of 2019 even though the December 20 week did deliver the second-best week of the year. 

If you have comments about Gower Street’s charts, please contact: insights@gower.st 

Weekly Film Calendar 

12/27-1/2 - Hanukkah 12/22-30, New Year's Day 1/1 

   

(2018 Wk 52 Box Office: $187,898,558) 
2018 openings: Holmes & Watson $30.6M FSS, $40.5M Total. 
Little Women (Sony) Drama. 3308 locations on 12/25. Comp film: Downton 
Abbey (Focus) 9/20/19. FSS $31M, Total Domestic $97M. 

PG 135 Flat (1.85 : 1) 
$30M+ (5 day) 
$100M+  Total  

Spies in Disguise (Fox Animation/Disney) Animation. 3502 locations on 
12/25. Comp film: Captain Underpants (Fox) 6/2/17, FSS $23.9M. Total 
Domestic $74M. 

PG 102 Scope (2.39 : 1)  
$25M (5 day) 
$70M+ Total  

Uncut Gems (A24) Comedy, crime, drama. 2341 Locations. R 135 
D-Cinema, Scope 

(2.39: 1) 
$15M+ (5 day) 

$35M-$40M+ Total  
1/3-9 - NFL Playoffs Begin 1/4, Golden Globe Awards 1/5, 
Consumer Electronics Show 1/7-10 (Las Vegas, NV) 

    (2019 Wk 1 Box Office: $189,312,139, -14%; 1/5/18, $220,796,347) 
2019 openings: Escape Room $18.2M FSS, $57.0M Total. 
The Grudge (Sony) A house is cursed by a vengeful ghost that dooms those 
who enter it with a violent death. Horror, mystery. Sam Raimi-Producer. 
Comp film: Escape Room. Horror. $18.2M FSS, $57M Total. 

R 94A 
Scope (2.39 : 1), 

MD4X  

Wide (2500) 
$15M-$20M FSS 

$45M-$50M+ Total 
Clemency (Neon Rated) Consecutive executions put a strain on a stoic 
prison warden’s marriage, career and convictions. Drama. 

R 112 Flat (1.85 : 1) Limited           

City of Joel (Independent) A land dispute between an ultra-orthodox 
Hassidic sect and their secular neighbors erupts into a turf war in the town 
of Monroe. Documentary. 

NR 90 Flat (1.85 : 1) Limited 

Three Christs (IFC Films) Follows Dr. Alan Stone who is treating three 
paranoid schizophrenic patients at the Ypsilanti State Hospital in Michigan, 
each of whom believed they were Jesus Christ. What transpires is both 
comic and deeply moving. Drama. 

R 117 NA Limited 

1/10-16 - NFL Playoffs, NRF Big Show 1/12-14 (New York, NY) 

   

(2019 Wk 2 Box Office: $177,504,014, -23.7%; 1/12/18, 
$232,762,089) 
2019 openings: A Dog's Way Home $11.2M FSS, $42.0M Total; The Upside 
$20.4M FSS, $108.3M Total; Replicas $2.4M FSS, $4.0M Total. 
1917 (Universal) Two British privates during WWI are given the mission to 
deliver a message deep in enemy territory that will stop 1,600 men and one 
of the soldier's brothers from walking straight into a deadly trap. Drama, 
war. Comp film: Unbroken $30.6M FSS, $115.9M Total. 

R 115 
Scope (2.39 : 1) Dolby 
Atmos, Dolby Vision, 

IMAX  

Wide Expansion 
$30M+ FSS 

$100M+ Total 
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Like a Boss (Paramount) Two female friends with very different ideals start 
a beauty company together. One is more practical, while the other wants to 
earn her fortune and live a lavish lifestyle. Comedy. Early show 7PM 1/9. 

R 83 Scope (2.39 : 1) 
Wide (2500) 

$10M-$12M FSS 
$30M-$35M Total 

Just Mercy (Warner Bros.) World-renowned civil rights defense attorney 
Bryan Stevenson recounts his experiences and details the case of a 
condemned death row prisoner whom he fought to free. Drama.  

PG13 137 
Flat (1.85 : 1), Dolby 

Vision, Atmos 

Wide (2500) 
$8M-$10M FSS           

$30M-$35M Total              
Underwater (Fox) A crew of aquatic researchers work to get to safety after 
an earthquake devastates their subterranean laboratory. They have more 
than the ocean seabed to fear. Action, drama, horror. Early show 7PM 1/9. 

PG13 94 Scope (2.39 : 1) 
Wide (2500) 

$6M-$8M FSS 
$20M-$25M Total 

Clemency (Neon Rated) Consecutive executions put a strain on a stoic 
prison warden’s marriage, career and convictions. Drama. 

R 112 Flat (1.85 : 1) Expansion 

The Informer (Aviron) An ex-convict working undercover intentionally gets 
himself incarcerated again in order to infiltrate the mob at a maximum-
security prison. Based on Swedish crime drama, Three Seconds.  

R 113 Scope (2.35 : 1) Limited 

Les Misérables (Amazon Studios) Members of a Parisian anti-crime squad 
are overwhelmed by simmering neighborhood tension and violence. Drama. 

R 104 Scope (2.35 : 1) Limited 

1/17-23 - NFL Playoffs, Art House Convergence 1/19-23 (Midway, 
UT), MLK Day 1/20, World Economic Forum 1/21-24  (Davos, 
Switzerland), Sundance Film Festival 1/23-2/2 (Park City, UT) 

  
  

(2019 Wk 3 Box Office: $163,696,235) 

2019 openings: Dragon Ball Super: Broly $9.8M FSS, $30.7M Total: Glass 
$40.5M FSS, $111M Total. 

  
Bad Boys for Life (Sony) Marcus Burnett is now a police inspector and Mike 
Lowery is in a midlife crisis. They reunite when an Albanian mercenary, 
whose brother they killed promises an important bonus. Action, comedy. 

NA 113 
Scope (2.39 : 1), 

M4XD, Dolby Vision, 
Atmos 

Wide (3000) 
$35M-$40M FSS (4) 
$70M-$80M Total 

Dolittle (Universal) A physician discovers that he can talk to animals. Family 
adventure. IMAX Select locations. Early show 1/16, 5pm. 

PG NA 
Flat (1.85 : 1), IMAX, 
MX4D, Dolby Vision, 

Atmos 

Wide (3000) 
$20M-$25M FSS (4) 
$80M-$100M Total 

VHYes (Oscilloscope) This bizarre retro comedy, shot entirely on VHS and 
Beta, follows 12-year-old Ralph as he accidentally records home videos and 
his favorite late-night shows over his parents' wedding tape. Comedy. 

NR 72 Flat (1.85 : 1) Limited 

The Wave (Epic Pictures)  A man on the verge of a promotion takes a 
mysterious hallucinogenic drug that begins to tear down his reality and 
expose his life for what it really is. Sci-fi. 

R 87 Scope (2.39 : 1) Limited 

1/24-30 - World Economic Forum 1/21-24  (Davos, Switzerland), 
Sundance Film Festival 1/23-2/2 (Park City, UT), Grammys 1/26 

    

(2019 Wk 4 Box Office: $103,796,619)  
2019 openings: The Kid Who Would Be King $7.1M FSS, $16.8M Total; 
Serenity $10M FSS, $25.5M Total 
 
The Turning (Universal) A young governess is hired by a man who has 
become responsible for his young nephew and niece after the deaths of 
their parents. A modern take on Henry James' novella "The Turn of the 
Screw". Drama, horror, mystery. 

PG13 NA NA 
Wide (3000) 

$20M-$25M FSS 
$75M+ Total 

The Last Full Measure (Roadside Attractions) Thirty-four years after his 
death, Airman William H. Pitsenbarger, Jr. ("Pits") is awarded the nation's 
highest military honor, for his actions on the battlefield. Drama, war. 

R 110 Scope (2.39: 1) 
Wide (1200) 

$5M-$10M FSS 
$20M-$25M Total 

The Gentlemen (STX) A British drug lord tries to sell off his highly profitable 
empire to a dynasty of Oklahoma billionaires. Action, crime. 

R 113 NA 
Wide (2500) 

$5M-$10M FSS 
$25M-$30M Total 

Elsewhere (Freestyle) First international released movie for Costa Rican 
director Herman Hernandez. A man mourning the death of his wife is 
hopelessly attached to the seaside cottage they built together. When his in-
laws evict him, he vows to get it back at any price and, posing as a 
handyman, meets a new tenant, Parker Posey. Comedy drama. 

R NA Flat (1.85 : 1) Limited 

1/31-2/6 - Sundance Film Festival 1/23-2/2 (Park City, UT), 
Superbowl 2/2 

   (2019 Wk 5 Box Office: $75,064,334) 
2019 openings: Miss Bala $6.9M FSS, $15M Total. 
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Gretel & Hansel (UA Releasing) A long time ago in a distant fairy tale 
countryside, a young girl leads her little brother into a dark wood in 
desperate search of food and work, only to stumble upon a nexus of 
terrifying evil. Horror. 

PG13 NA NA 
Wide(2500) 

$5M-$7M FSS 
$12M-$15M Total 

The Rhythm Section (Paramount) A woman seeks revenge against those 
who orchestrated a plane crash that killed her family. Action, drama, 
mystery, thriller. 

NA 109 Scope (2.39 : 1) 
Wide (2500) 

$10M-$12M FSS 
$25M-$30M Total 

The Assistant (Bleecker Street) A searing look at a day in the life of an 
assistant to a powerful executive. As Jane follows her daily routine, she 
grows increasingly aware of the insidious abuse that threatens every aspect 
of her position. Drama. 

NR 85 NA Limited 

The Traitor (Sony Pictures Classics) The real life of Tommaso Buscetta the 
so-called "boss of the two worlds", first mafia informant in Sicily 1980's. 
Biography, crime, drama. 

R 145 Scope (2.39 : 1) NY/LA 

Incitement (Greenwich Entertainment) Details the year leading to the 
assassination of Israel's Prime Minister, Yitzhak Rabin (1922-1995), from 
the point of view of the assassin. Thriller. 

NR 123 NA Limited 

2/7-13 - Academy Awards 2/9 

  

(2019 Wk 6 Box Office: $115,711,710) 
2019 openings: The Lego Movie 2: The Second Part $34.1 FSS, $105.8M Total; What 
Men Want $18.2M FSS, $54.6M Total; Cold Pursuit $11.0M FSS, $32.1M Total. 
 
Birds of Prey: And the Fantabulous Emancipation of One Harley Quinn 
(Warner Bros.) After splitting with the Joker, Harley Quinn joins 
superheroes Black Canary, Huntress and Renee Montoya to save a young 
girl from an evil crime lord. Action, adventure, crime. 

R NA 
Dolby Atmos,     

Scope (2.39 : 1) 

Wide (4000) 
$40M-$50M FSS 

$125M Total 

The Lodge (Neon Rated) A soon-to-be stepmom is snowed in with her 
fiancé's two children at a remote holiday village. Just as relations begin to 
thaw between the trio, some strange and frightening events take place. 
Drama, horror, thriller. 

R 100 Flat (1.85 : 1) Limited 

And Then We Danced (Music Box) Merab has been training from a young 
age at the National Georgian Ensemble with his dance partner Mary. His 
world turns upside down when the carefree Irakli arrives and becomes both 
his strongest rival and desire. Drama, romance. 

NR 113 Flat (1.78 : 1) Limited 

Studio Release Changes 
Title Runs New Former 
Incitement (Greenwich Entertainment) Details the year leading to the assassination of Israel's Prime 
Minister, Yitzhak Rabin (1922-1995), from the point of view of the assassin. Thriller. 

Limited 1/31/20  1/30/20  

The Booksellers (Greenwich) A behind-the-scenes look at the New York rare book world. Documentary. NY 3/6/20  NEW 
The Times of Bill Cunningham (Greenwich) A new feature film documentary about legendary NYTimes 
photographer Bill Cunningham. Documentary. 

NY               
LA 

2/14/20 
2/21/20 

NEW 

Recent Industry Screenings 
NO SCREENINGS LAST WEEK  

MPAA Ratings 
7500 (Amazon Studios) R Violence/terror and language 
Adventures of A.R.I.: My Robot Friend (Grindstone Entertainment 
Group) 

PG Mild actions and some rude behavior 

The Assistant (Bleecker Street) R Some language 
Blow the Man Down (Amazon Studios) R Language, some violence, sexual material and brief drug use 
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Notable New Trailers 
(Click Poster to Play) 

 

Title: The Gentlemen (STX Entertainment) Trailer #2 
Release Date: 1/24/20 
Director: Guy Ritchie (Aladdin, The Man From U.N.C.L.E., King Arthur: Legend Of The Sword)          
Starring: Matthew McConaughey, Charlie Hunnam, Michelle Dockery 
Synopsis: A British drug lord tries to sell off his highly profitable empire to a dynasty of Oklahoma billionaires. Action, 
crime. British film director Guy Ritchie has a classic buddy cop crime film with a good cast resulting in upward trending 
audience interest.  

 

Title: Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Always (Focus Features) 
Release Date: 3/13/20 
Director: Eliza Hittman (Beach Rat, A Lot Like Love)                                                                                                                                       
Starring: Ryan Eggold, Théodore Pellerin, Sharon Van Etten 
Synopsis: A pair of teenage girls in rural Pennsylvania travel to New York City to seek out medical help after an 
unintended pregnancy. Drama. A Sundance favorite, this intimate story of a teenage girl making an arduous journey to 
reclaim her body and spirit will appeal to young females. Specialized release. 
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